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Dear Creative Professional, 

Congratulations on taking advantage of all the hot new technology available in 
StudioPro™ v 2.5-Relentless 3-D Power for Creative Professionals. The new features in version 2.5 
make it easy for you to create astounding images and animations in a short amount of time! 

As a bonus, this copy of StudioPro 2.5 also includes Power Module 1- a collection of powerful plug 
ins like Inverse Kinematics (w /Vertex level editing), Deformation, Hair, Mirror, Pixie Dust, Fire, and 
Smoke. The features in Power Module 1 demonstrate the new open architecture for StudioPro, which 
allows for unlimited extensibility of existing tools along with the addition of new features. 

Please take a moment to fill out and mail or fax the enclosed registration card. If you are already 
registered, verify your registration by calling Strata Inc. As a registered user you will benefit from the 
many services offered to our registered users, like free technical support, product update information 
and more. 

Enjoy your new package of StudioPro 2.5. Visit our Website at http:/ /www.strata3d.com for updates, 
tips, images, and other helpful information. Be sure to check out the Resource Partner Pavilion found 
on the installer CD to get information about some of our industry partners. Got questions? Check out 
the StrataList, Strata's online forum, to learn from other StudioPro users. For information on how to 
subscribe, refer to our website. Subscribe to STRATAuser, the new magazine designed to provide the 
latest news, tips and techniques using Strata software (http:/ /www.stratauser.com). 

If you have any comments or suggestions regarding this product, I encourage you to send e-mail 
directly to me at debbiej@strata3d.com. 

Thanks for choosing StudioPro 2.5 as your professional 3-D tool. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Debbie Johnson 
StudioPro Marketing Manager 

PS Take a look at the great extension offer included in your package. Just imagine the possibilites 
using Jiggle, Model Master, Ripples II and Clouds II. A powerful bundle of extensions to compliment 
StudioPro 2.5. 
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